
Outta Hand Lands on Meta Quest Top
Sales List
Beyond Frames’ new publishing title, Outta Hand, debuts as a top-10 seller on
the Meta Quest store.

Stockholm, October 5, 2023 - On Thursday, September 28th, 2023, Beyond Frames
Entertainment, in partnership with Capricia Productions, launched Outta Hand, a VR
platformer where players take on the role of a strange, but adorable science experiment looking
to escape the lab of its evil creator. Early reviews from online influencers and media critics
were overwhelmingly positive.

“Outta Hand is an absolute joy from start to finish and one of the best new releases
on Quest… The energy of the game never really lets up and you'll probably find
yourself struggling to take off the headset – I certainly did.” by UploadVR.com

“Outta Hand is quite possibly the most fun I have had in a game for a while, once
you get used to the movement system and you start stringing together running,
jumping and attacking in one swift-combo it feels fantastic.” by TheVRRealm.com

“Overall, Outta Hand is an exceptional VR platforming adventure that showcases
the potential of the medium. Its captivating gameplay, well-crafted story, and
charming visuals make for an immersive and enjoyable experience. Whether
you’re a fan of VR or new to the medium, this game is definitely worth checking
out.” by GameIsHard.gg

As of October 5th, the game is #7 on the “Top Selling” list on the Meta Quest store with
positive reviews from players.

“Outta Hand is currently meeting our performance expectations. It’s a fantastic game for both
VR newbies and veterans, so we’re excited to see how the game performs through the holiday
season. We plan on working with Capricia Productions to continue updating the game with
exciting new content and features to ensure it thrives for a long time,” says Ace St. Germain,
CEO of Beyond Frames Entertainment.
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About Beyond Frames Entertainment
Headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden, Beyond Frames is an XR-focused publisher with its development studios Cortopia,
Moon Mode and partner studio Odd Raven. Offering creative and technical consulting, funding, marketing and publishing
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services, Beyond Frames partners with studios creating amazing XR products such as Ghosts of Tabor (Combat Waffle Studios),
Outta Hand (Capricia Productions), ARK and ADE (Castello Inc.), Silhouette (Team Panoptes) and Mixture (Played With Fire),
Beyond Frames Entertainment AB (publ) is listed on the Swedish Spotlight Stock Market, ISIN: SE0011614965.


